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What is it?
Project|SEARCH Bradford is a partnership
between Bradford Teaching Hospitals
Foundation Trust (BTHFT), Co-op Academy

JULY 2019

Southfield, HFT, Bradford Council and the
University of Bradford. The goal is to provide
three on-site work placements for young people
with learning disabilities leading to gaining skills
necessary for employment.

Meet Our Graduates
Project SEARCH Bradford are delighted to announce that our eight interns are graduating from the
programme in 2019! In a special double sized issue of our newsletter, find out more about what our
interns have been doing during their time on Project SEARCH, and what their future plans are.

Jack
Jack has worked in three quite different
rotations during his time with us. Jack began on
Ward 31, working in Ward Hospitality, before
working in Receipt and Distribution and then
finally gaining experience in a Housekeeping
role on Wards 8 and 11.
Jack says “I have thoroughly enjoyed this year
at Project SEARCH, I have learnt all about the
workplace, how to build a CV, also, working in
three rotations. I can’t thank the staff and
colleagues enough for the support that I’ve
been given and for showing me the steps it
takes to be a great employee. Thanks to
everyone from Project SEARCH, BTHFT, Hft,
Southfield School and University of Bradford for
making this important year as comfortable as possible”

Zohaib
The journey to employment began for Zohaib in an admin role, working with the governance team.
After this, Zohaib moved into housekeeping and really found his niche. After spending a placement
working alongside a housekeeper on Wards 3, 17, 29, and 31, an opportunity arose for Zohaib to
take part in a work trial as a housekeeper in the neonatal unit.
Zohaib began his trial in April, and we are pleased to say that this went on to develop into paid
employment. Congratulations Zohaib, and good luck in your new role!
Zohaib says “My mentors from my rotations, and the Project SEARCH team have been
phenomenally helpful in guiding me. They have helped me to develop things I found more difficult.
My work has helped me to build on my personal development, as an employee within the trust. My
colleagues in the neonatal unit have also found ways to make things easier for me, and have been
very warm and welcoming to me.”
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Ashley
After spending his first placement in the Cleaning Services team
on Ward 18, Ashley has moved on to develop his skills in cleaning
further, by working as a housekeeper, first in A&E and then in ENT
Theatres. Ashley has an employment opportunity on the horizon at
BTHFT, watch this space!!
Ashley says “I have enjoyed my time on Project SEARCH, it has
taught me different skills, with it being in a different environment
than school. I would like to get paid employment which is what I
am working towards.”

Yusaf
For, Yusaf, it is administrative skills that have been on
the agenda during the Project SEARCH year. Working
in the education department, and two different admin roles within pharmacy, including quality assurance, Yusaf
has developed some sound experience and skills. As Yusaf
leaves, he is looking forward to starting his new job in an admin
role within a different hospital in the NHS.

Rahim
Rahim has enjoyed working in practical roles during his time
on Project SEARCH. Beginning in Receipt and Distribution, he
moved onto working in Pharmacy Stores before ending his
year getting experience as a Warehouse Operative at the Next
Distribution Centre in South Bradford. Rahim is keen to work
in a stores/warehouse type role and is looking for work in
these areas.
Rahim says “It has been a wonderful education experience,
and I’ve enjoyed working with the team. I have enjoyed working with each and every individual member of staff during my
rotations. It has made a big improvement for me because I
have matured and I am working hard to get a job at the end
of this programme.”
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Becky
Becky came to Project SEARCH after studying catering at college, and
this has been her focus over the year. First working in Ward Hospitality
on Ward 11, Becky has gone on to work with the catering department
at Lynfield Mount in the Token Restaurant, and her final placement has
been in the canteen at the University of Bradford, run by BaxterStorey.
Becky has added to her experience in catering by gaining excellent
customer service skills, and is looking forward to finding paid
employment in this area.
Becky says “I am so pleased to let everyone know that I have achieved
so much this year. I have learnt new skills, e.g., serving hot meals and
working on tills. My confidence has improved a lot over the year.
Thank you so much.”

Waisal
Another intern to focus on admin, Waisal, has
worked in Pharmacy Admin, with the Paediatric
secretaries team, and within HR at the
University of Bradford. Waisal has learned new
skills, such as filing and data entry, and has
proven to be a dedicated worker with an
excellent work ethic.
Waisal says “It was a big step for me to be accepted onto the Project SEARCH programme. I felt
nervous but excited at the same time. My mentors have been a
big help and also the Project SEARCH team. I have learnt new
skills which will go towards paid employment”

Dominik
Dominik began his year working in Pharmacy Stores, and then
went onto gain some administrative experience in the scanning
bureau at St Luke’s hospital, before working in Receipt and
Distribution for his final placement. Dominik has worked very
hard, and is looking for a role with practical elements as he
moves onto the next step in his employment journey.
Dominik says “I feel very proud of my accomplishments and feel
successful in my work and that I will find paid employment
soon! I have enjoyed my time on Project SEARCH, I have learnt
a lot of skills.”
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Remembering Lorraine
Last month, we were extremely sad to hear
the news that our Business Liaison, Lorraine
Cameron, had died.
Lorraine’s support has been truly instrumental in making Project SEARCH Bradford the
successful programme it is today. As well as
promoting the programme to staff within the hospital, Lorraine has been the
driving force behind the partnerships which run Project SEARCH Bradford.
Lorraine developed our Business Advisory Committee, and also been behind several awards won for
the work done with Project
SEARCH Bradford.
The Project SEARCH team, partners, interns and graduates will
miss Lorraine’s support, kindness,
and enthusiasm. We will work very
hard to ensure that the brilliant
work she has done will continue
over years to come.
Thank you, Lorraine.

What’s Next?

We will be welcoming our new cohort of graduates in September 2019, keep an eye out

for them as they complete their induction and begin rotations around the hospital!

Keep up with news from Project|SEARCH Bradford
Like our page on Facebook www.facebook.com/psearchbradford
Follow us on twitter @PSEARCHBradford
Visit our website www.projectsearchbradford.org.uk
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Project SEARCH Coordinator:
Job Coach:

Bryony Dolby (Co-op Academy Southfield)

Tel: 01274 383867

Anne Whitaker (HFT)
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